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ABSTRACT 
 

A annual nergy production analysis was undertaken to compare wind resources and annual energy 

production as estimated by WAsP and Windsim. Nordex Sverige AB  has designed a wind farm with 

the help of WAsP and this study will involve the examination of this site with Windsim. Two site 

formations are of interest, one with the same class of turbine and one with a mix of two turbine types. 

The study is interested in the effect on annual energy production as estimated by the different software 

of employing a hybrid layout using wind turbines of different height.  

The results showed that whilst initial estimations of total energy production without wake losses 

appear very similar between WAsP and Windsim the ways in which the software are treating 

individual turbines within the planned farm can be quite different because of different physics. The 

analysis of the „hybrid‟ turbine layout showed significant increases in estimated annual energy 

production when a turbine with a higher tower and larger rotor diameter was used in a hybrid 

arrangement. Estimated annual energy losses on the turbines that were not changed in favour of a 

larger turbine were small. However, no great benefit in estimated turbine efficiency was achieved 

through the mixing of turbine types with different hub heights. The gains in annual energy production 

estimated by both software are however significant with increased production of 18 % across the entire 

farm when comparing the „hybrid‟ layout to a farm based on only the smaller of the two turbine types.    
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NOMENCLATURE 
 

AEP Annual Energy Production  

RANS Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes Equations 

WTG  Wind Turbine Generator  
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1. Introduction  
 

Interest in harvesting wind resource from complex/ and or hilly terrain is growing in for example in 

Sweden with a number of projects in planning. The absence of a nearby residential population can 

making planning easier but often the terrain can be more challenging.   

The first software providing wind resource estimations was developed in the 1980s. Windpro, a 

modular based Windows compatible software that can be used for design and planning of individual 

wind turbines or wind farms was developed over 20 years ago in Ålborg in Denmark. WAsP, the 

Wind Atlas Analysis and Application Program enables wind simulation and estimation of power 

output from wind turbines through the use of linear equations and has been in present in the industry 

for over 25 years (Facts about Risø DTU). However, the limitations of this software in complex terrain 

have been recognized (Wallbank, 2008) 

Software models such as Windsim using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) have been seen to have 

considerable advantages when mapping complex terrain in comparison to linear software. The founder 

of WindSim, Arne Grawdahl was working on the project to establish the Norwegian Wind Atlas and 

the use of CFD was beneficial when attempting simulations in the complex Norwegian coastline.  The 

first commercially available version of WindSim was launched in 2003.  

These two softwares will be employed in this study.  

1.1. Aim  

This project will examine a site in mid Sweden that is being used for a real project development. The 

area has been selected by the local authority as being of interest for wind energy. A development 

company has been assessing the wind resources available on site with the use of both met mast and 

sodar equipment. The data has been used in wind development software Windpro and WAsP and 

estimations of annual energy production have been made. Two potential wind farm layouts are being 
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examined further: a farm design consisting of one class of turbine and a farm design consisting of a 

„hybrid‟ model of two different classes. These results from WAsP will be compared with those 

generated by the development software Windsim which uses computational fluid dynamics. Of 

interest will be differences in estimations of available wind resource and estimated AEP for both 

potential wind farm designs.  

1.2. Previous work 

As previously stated the limitations of the WAsP model in complex terrain have been recognized and a 

number of studies have been undertaken comparing annual energy production as estimated by WAsP 

and Windsim. In 2008 an extensive evaluation was undertaken by Tristan Wallbank (Wallbank, 2008) 

in which WAsP was used to reference the accuracy of estimations from Windsim against actual 

production figures. A later study by Karl Nilsson (Nilsson, 2010) further investigated the estimated 

results from WAsP and Windsim for a complex site in Sweden. A study by Görkhem Teneler 

(Teneler, 2011) again referenced production estimates from WAsP and Windsim against production 

figures for a site in Sweden. A common finding has been a tendency for WAsP to overestimate 

production in complex terrain.  

In this study production results are unavailable so the focus of the study will be examining the 

differences in estimations for a hybrid layout configuration for two different wind turbine 

technologies. The particular focus of interest is how these differences or similarities in estimations will 

manifest themselves when a „hybrid‟ wind farm design is used.  
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2. Theoretical background 

2.1. The power in the wind 

The power extraction in the wind is dependent on several physical phenomena. In the following 

subsections these phenomena will be reviewed before progessing to the methodology employed and 

the results obtained.  

 The theoretical power of the wind is given by the following equation: 

  
 

 
        

Equation 1 The power in the wind 

  - area (m²) 

  - air density (kg/m³) 

  - wind speed (m/s)  

Adding air density at a standard value of 1.25 kg/m³ the power of the wind per m² can be given as 

follows: 

  
 

 
         

Equation 2 Power of the wind m² 

The power in the wind is proportional to the cube of the wind speed. Small changes in wind speed can 

have significant impacts on potential energy production. The energy that can be harnessed from the 

wind will also increase with greater surface area.  

The theoretical maximum amount of power that can be extracted from the free wind by a wind turbine 

is given by Betz law at 59% (Wizelius T. , 2009). The power coefficient,    defines the power that 

each turbine can attain and is usually given in most turbine specifications. Thus the power of the wind 

can be given as  
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Equation 3 Power from a turbine 

2.1.1. Wind profile 

Above the earth‟s surface the geostrophic wind can be thought of as an undisturbed wind (Wizelius T. 

, 2009). The relationship between wind speed and height can be termed the wind gradient or profile. 

The wind at ground level is zero and increases with height.  

 

Figure 1 The logarithmic velocity profile 

Image source: (Nilsson, 2010) 

  
  

 
    

 

  
  

Equation 4 The logarithmic velocity profile 

U(z) - velocity (m/s) 

Z – height (m) ,  

u* - friction velocity (m/s) 

   - roughness length  

k – the von Karman constant 
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2.1.2. Roughness 

The wind that is harnessed by wind turbines is within the friction layer of the atmosphere (Wizelius T. 

, 2009). As the wind comes into contact with the earth‟s surface it will also be affected by friction. 

This will slow the wind and cause changes in wind direction or wind shear. Terrain can be classified 

according to roughness. The change in wind profile due to change in roughness can be seen below.  

 

Figure 2 Change in wind profile  

Image source: (Nilsson, 2010) 

Roughness classes are used in calculations to determine how terrain influences the wind speed. The 

impact of hills and obstacles is also highly relevant here. The relation of roughness class and length as 

used in Windpro is shown in the table below. 
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Figure 3 Roughness class & length  

(Per Nielsen, EMD International A/S, 2010) 

2.1.3. Hill effect 

Hills also have an impact on wind speed. The exact nature of this effect will depend on the steepness 

and roughness of the hill. Over a smooth hill the wind will increase in speed up to a maximum height. 

Areas with mountains and valleys can be described by the term complex terrain. The prediction of 

wind speed and behavior is especially difficult at such sites.  
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Figure 4 Vertical speed-up profile  

(Risø National Laboratory for Sustainable Energy, 2011) 

The figure above shows the flow over an idealized hill. L is the length across the middle of the hill and 

l the height of maximum speed up.  

2.1.4. Ruggedness Index (RIX) 

The term „complex terrain‟ as discussed above is difficult to classify precisely. The ruggedness index 

(RIX) has been proposed as an objective measure of the steepness or ruggedness of the terrain. The 

linear flow model assumptions on which WAsP is based breaks down at steepness above 17 degrees or 

30%. The index provides a measure of the extent to which the terrain violates these assumptions (Risø 

National Laboratory for Sustainable Energy, 2011).  

 

Figure 5 Flow separation over a hill  

(The Prediction of the Energy Production of a Wind Farm) 
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2.2. Turbulence  

Turbulence which is another parameter used in flow calculations can arise from a number of sources 

such as, but not exclusively, orography, roughness, disturbance induced by nearby turbines (wind 

wake) and the presence of obstacles. Turbulent behavior is very difficult to predict accurately 

(Wallbank, 2008).  

Turbulence can be defined as the state of motion of a fluid which is characterized by apparently 

random and a chaotic three dimensional vorticity. Turbulence dominates all other flow phenomena, 

and results in increased energy dissipation, mixing, heat transfer, and drag. (Introduction to 

turbulence/Nature of turbulence, 2011)  

Wind wakes also generate turbulence which impacts energy production and loads on turbines. This 

turbulence must be accounted for when selecting the appropriate class of turbine. Typically IEC codes 

(for example IEC-61400-1) are used for this purpose.  

Turbulence intensity 

Fluctuations in wind speed over short periods can however be measured and give helpful means with 

which to measure turbulence. Turbulence intensity can be defined in terms of the relationship of the 

mean wind speed and the standard deviation of the wind speed. The 10 minute wind speed is often 

used in these calculations as given below.  

    
  
   

 

Equation 5 Turbulence intensity 

2.3. Wind wake  

A wind turbine extracting power from the wind creates a wake downstream from the turbine‟s 

position. The power output of a turbine operating downwind of this turbine will be affected by wake in 

comparison with the turbine operating in the free wind. The reduction in power output is typically in 

the range 2-20% (Per Nielsen, EMD International A/S, 2010). The wake models available in the 
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software are based on the calculation of  the wake downstream from a single turbine. When calculating 

wind wakes for multiple turbines the single wake models are combined using empirical combination 

rules. The default wake model for use in Windpro and WAsP is the Jensen model detailed below.  

2.3.1. N.O. Jensen Wake Model 

The Jensen wake model which can be seen in figure 6 and figure 7 gives a linear two dimensional 

expansion of the wake, determined by the wake decay factor, k. Wake will decay faster in increased 

levels of ambient turbulence (Windsim Module Wind Resources, 2011) 

            ) 

Equation 6 Wake decay factor 

  – Ambient turbulence (typically in a range 0.04 to 0.75) 

  – hub height (m) 

   – roughness height (m) 

Windsim uses the above equation to calculate a value for k at each turbine site using roughness as 

input whereas WAsP uses a constant value of 0,075 for onshore. This can have implications for 

estimated AEP and will be discussed further later.  

The velocity after the wake is given by the equation below.    

  
 

 
                   

Equation 7 Velocity deficit Jensen model 

  – velocity factor 

  – free wind speed 

   – thrust coefficient 

  – rotor diameter 
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Figure 6 The N.O. Jensen wake model overview 

(Per Nielsen, EMD International A/S, 2010) 

The wake behind a turbine at 10 m/s and k at 0,075 can be seen below.  

 

Figure 7 Jensen wake model development after a single turbine 

(Per Nielsen, EMD International A/S, 2010) 

 

2.3.2. Wake combination 

The Windpro and WAsP PARK modules use the sum of squares of velocity deficits to calculate a 

combined wake contribution.  
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Equation 8 Sum of the square of velocity deficits 

   = velocity deficit defined as    
 

 
  where   is the free wind speed 

  = number of turbines 

Windsim uses the above and/or the linear superposition of the wake deficits 

          

Equation 9 Linear superposition of the wake deficits 

 

2.4. Software – wind resource assessment 

2.4.1. The Wind Atlas Method 

Central to wind resource estimation model of WAsP is the concept of a generalized wind climate or 

Wind Atlas. A Generalized Wind Climate according to Riso DTU  is the „hypothetical wind climate 

on a flat featureless terrain with a uniform surface roughness assuming the same overall atmospheric 

conditions as those of the measuring position‟ (DTU). The concept of a generalized wind climate 

enables the measured wind data for one site to estimate the conditions at another site proposed for 

development of wind energy.  

2.4.2. WAsP 

WAsP, Wind Atlas Analysis and Application Program can estimate wind resources and annual energy 

output from wind turbines through the use of linear equations.  It has been present in the industry for 

over 25 years and was developed in Denmark at Riso National Laboratory which is now merged with 

DTU, the Technical University of Denmark.   
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WAsP uses comparatively non-complex equations to model the effects of hills obstacles and 

topography on the wind profile. The equation below, often referred to as the logarithmic wind law and 

discussed earlier,  is used to model wind speeds and one height from observational data at another.   

     
  

 
    

 

  
  

Equation 10 Logarithmic wind law 

U(z) is velocity at height Z, u* is friction velocity,    is roughness length and k is the von Karman 

constant.  

Software such as WAsP can normalize observed wind data by removing the influence of obstacles and 

hills and then use data entered into the model to map wind data to other heights. The model can then 

use data about the site to be predicted such as roughness, hills and obstacles to calculate the wind 

frequency distribution at the new site (Wizelius, 2009). This predicted wind climate (PWC) can be 

used in combination with the turbine power curve to estimate annual energy production. However the 

model does not include turbulence and the effect of thermal wind. Limitations with WAsP have been 

recognized in modeling complex terrain where the software fails to adequately simulate flow 

separation over hills (Wallbank, 2008).  

2.4.3. Windpro 

Windpro is modular based Windows compatible software that can be used for design and planning of 

individual wind turbines or wind farms. It was developed over 20 years ago in Ålborg in Denmark by 

EMD. The software is available in many languages. The user can chose from a range of modules in 

areas of energy, environment, Visual, Electrical and Economic.      

Windpro offers a CFD interface that enables the export of information to CFD modules. The wind 

data, orography and roughness is prepared in an export format. Windpro is also connected to 

meteorological databases for input of long term reference data on wind speed, direction and 

temperature. (See MCP module).  
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2.4.4. Computational Fluid Dynamics 

Computational fluid dynamics uses Navier stokes equations which describe the conservation of mass, 

momentum and energy. The concept of mass conservation can be understood such as the mass that 

enters a volume area will also leave that area. This helps us understand the relation of density and 

velocity to the flow model. The momentum conservation equation finds it origins in the second law of 

Newton. Windsim uses 3D Reynolds Averaged  Navier Stokes Equations (RANS) discussed earlier in 

the report.   

Navier-Stokes equations are used to explain the motion of a fluid i.e. liquid or gas. These equations are 

based on Newton‟s Second Law which describes the relation between force, mass and acceleration on 

a fluid. Navier Stock equations are quite useful in the modeling of weather, understanding the flow 

behavior of fluids, designing of wind turbines blades, aircraft, and in many other useful applications. 

Navier Stoke Equations are non-linear, partial differential equations which do not explicitly describe 

the variables but these present how variables change with time. The solution of Navier Stokes 

Equations is the velocity field which describes the velocity of fluid at a point in time. (T. Wallbank, 

2008). The assumption, on which Navier Stoke equations are based, is the continuous nature of fluid. 

The derivation of Navier Stokes equations starts with the conservation of mass, momentum and energy 

conservation for a finite arbitrary volume. (T. Wallbank, 2008) 

2.4.5. Windsim 

Windsim has its headquarters in Norway but has a presence in over 30 countries. The founder of 

Windsim, Arne Grawdahl was working on the project to establish the Norwegian Wind Atlas. The use 

of CFD was required to simulate the complex Norwegian coastline.  The first commercially available 

version of Windsim was launched in 2003.  

Windsim has over 150 licensed users and customers include Enercon, Gamesa and Siemens. Windsim 

course fees costs in basic form costs 800 euro with a more advanced option available at 900 euro. The 

price for the product itself can only be found via contact with the company or a re-seller.  
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Windsim has a Mesoscale Coupling facility. An interface enables the input of meteorological models 

to enable thermal stratification to be considered in the simulations.  

A terrain map and roughness will be required. Windsim uses a combination of observational data and 

numerical means. A 3D model of the wind can be created including mean wind speed, turbulence, 

wind-shear and inflow angles.  
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3. Methodology 

Windsim is designed in a modular structure. The following chapter will describe the processes 

involved in the completion of this study via a module by module basis.  

3.1. Terrain 

The site has a maximum height of 500m in a hilly forested area. The results from WAsP show that 

steepness should not be a great issue with none of the sites having a Rix value greater than 0,2. This 

makes the development site interesting for analysis in both sets of software as both should be capable 

of providing interesting results.  

Windsim generates a 3D model of the area from a 2D dataset with height and roughness data in .gws 

format. The Convert Terrain option under Tools allows the conversion of third party formats. In this 

study a file was created combining roughness and height data in a .map format. Roughness and height 

contours are read in to Windsim from the .map file. The area of the map file is specified here and was 

chosen as 20km x 20km to allow sufficient examination of the wind flow around the proposed 

development site.  

 

 
Figure 8 3D terrain visualization 
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The 3D model created consists of a number of cells in the x,y and z directions. The maximum cell 

resolution that can be chosen is proportional to computing time. In this study the maximum cell 

resolution used was 2000 000 cells. The number of cells in the z direction can also be specified. The 

default is 20 and was chosen for this study. This gives a maximum height in the model of 2803 meters 

above the point with the highest terrain.  

 

 
 

Figure 9 3D view of meshing 

The grid spacing when 2000 000 cells are selected is 66 meters with 303 cells in the x and y 

directions. The number of cells in the xy represented as a mesh can be seen below.  

 

 
 

Figure 10 terrain grid xy 
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Aspect ratio is an important contributing factor to successful convergence in the Wind fields module. 

The number of cells in the z direction in combination with xy defines the aspect ratio in the relation 

xy:z. A visual representation of size of the grid in the z direction is displayed below, the size of cells 

rising with height.  

 

Figure 11 terrain grid z 

The table below shows the distribution of the first 10 nodes in the z direction.  

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

z-dist. 
min (m) 12,7 44,3 87,8 143,5 211,2 291 382,9 486,8 602,8 730,9 

z-dist. 
max (m) 14,5 50,3 99,8 163 239,9 330,5 434,8 552,8 684,6 830 

Table 1 Nodes in the z direction 

By default no refinement in the grid is performed. In Refinement Type the Refinement area is detailed 

along with the number of cells to be used. This allocates a denser distribution of nodes for the 

specified area. (Windsim Module Wind Resources, 2011) The elongated nature of the proposed 

development site meant refinement was not seen as appropriate in this case as the refinement area 

would have needed to be very large and would feasibly not have yielded any great benefit.  
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Terrain smoothing can be used where problems arise with convergence. This can be caused by abrupt 

changes in inclination. As smoothing will change the height of terrain it should be used with caution. 

In this study no smoothing was used.  

 

 
 

Figure 12 Terrain parameter properties 

3.2. Wind fields 

The wind fields module uses the 3D terrain map to simulate the wind fields. Reynolds Averaged 

Navier-Stokes equations (RANS) are used in this case in combination with the standard k-epsilon 

model for turbulence closure. The solution is resolved iteratively until convergence is achieved.  The 

number of iterations required to achieve convergence can vary. Initially 300 iterations were specified 

with additional iterations used for certain sectors up to a maximum of 600. The flow variables solved 

are as follows: 

 

Pressure (P1) 

Velocity components (U1, V1, W1) 

Turbulent kinetic energy (KE) 

Turbulent dissipation rate (EP) 
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The air density was set to 1,175 to reflect the calculations performed in WAsP with the same value. 

The height of boundary layer set to 1000 and the wind speed above boundary layer at the default value 

of 10 m/s. Studies have shown that changing wind speed above boundary layer has little effect on 

estimated wind speeds (Wallbank, 2008). The parameter setting used in the Wind fields module is 

displayed below.  

 

An examination of the residual values provides a useful guide as to convergence. The figures below 

are a graphical representation of the process. 

 
Figure 13 Residual values at 2000 000 cells resolution 
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Figure 14 Residual values at 1000 000 cells resolution 

As the number of iterations increases the values should stabilize as the difference between iterations 

approaches 0. In the course of this study it was seen that the values for KE and EP do not settle near 0 

for all sectors. At 2000 000 cells resolution Sector 0 and 180 show the highest residual values. Sector 

180 is a relatively important sector in terms of wind direction. The examples above show that the 

graphic representation can appear somewhat misleading. High values are still present although at a 

glance it would appear they have settled at 0. This is also true of the test run performed at 1000 000 

cells resolution.  

 

According to Windsim support high values for KE can have an influence of turbulence intensity more 

than wind speed. It is planned in coming releases of the software to make convergence easier to 

understand and detect. 

 

The parameter setting in the Wind Fields module is displayed below.  
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Figure 15 Wind Fields Parameter properties 

3.3. Objects Module 

The objects module allows the user to position turbines, climatologies and transferred climatologies. 

The power curves for the turbine models N100 and N117 can be created via Create power curve 

(.pws). The information for the power curves was taken from the WAsP project to ensure consistency 

in results. The climatology was transferred from the WAsP project as a .tab and converted to .wws for 

use in Windsim using Convert climatology data. Transferred climatologies can be used to transfer the 

data from the existing climatology to a new position and thereby enables the user to gain an estimate 

of wind resources at a specific point in the site.  

3.3.1. Climatology 

Wind measurements were available for almost two years when the project was initiated. The data had 

been cleaned using Windographer for use in the WAsP and Windpro projects. Measurements were 

taken at 81,5, 80, 60 and 40m and this was synthesized with Windographer to 100m. This data was 

used by the development company in the WAsP project and thus to ensure consistency this data was 

extracted via .tab file for use in Windsim.  
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Figure 16 Wind Rose from Windsim 

The dominant wind directions are 300 with 210 and 240.  

Weibull distribution 

WindSim uses Weibull distribution to create a wind frequency table from met mast information 

(Wallbank, 2008). In this case the information was imported from WAsP.  

 

 
Figure 17  Wiebull distribution 

3.3.2. Wind turbine objects 

The development company has prepared the proposed park layout in WAsP. This was developed 

iteratively by in house wind resource assessment personnel with regard to constraints in the area. The 
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positions of the turbines were first set manually in Windsim according to the coordinates from WAsP 

and then exported as an .ows file for easier use in successive simulations. The turbine positions in the 

terrain elevation map as produced by Windsim are displayed below.  

 

 
Figure 18 Park layout in Windsim 

3.4. Results module 

The results module enables the user to examine the results from the Wind fields calculations. Variables  

such as wind speed, wind direction, turbulence intensity and wind shear exponent can be examined. 

This module can provide a useful analysis of the results from the Wind fields but any information 

generated here is not used in any other modules.  
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 Figure 19 Turbulence intensity from results module 

3.5. Wind Resources module 

The wind resources module uses the climatology data weighted against the wind fields to produce 

wind resource maps. Multiple heights can be chosen. In this study heights of 100 and 120 meters were 

selected. The wind resources can be generated with or without wake effects.  

 

 
Figure 20 Windsim wind resource map 100 meters 

Three different wake models are available. Wake Model 1 the “Jensen model” is the closest reflection 

of the wake model that was used in the WAsP project as discussed earlier. The effect of multiple 
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wakes is based on sum of squares of velocity deficits. Windsim does not have an interactive wind 

resource map as generated by WAsP but inserting an additional climatology enables the user to see the 

exact wind resources at any point on the wind resource map.  

 

3.6. Energy module 

The annual energy production (AEP) is the most important consideration in micrositing. Uncertainty 

in wind prediction will be greatly increased in energy estimations as the power is proportional to the 

third cube of the wind speed. AEP can be estimated per climatology object and two AEPs are given in 

the energy report, via the frequency table of the climatology files and the Wiebull fitting the histogram 

of frequencies.  

It is recommended in the Windsim user guide that a higher number of cells be used to obtain the most 

reliable results (Windsim AS, 2010). In this study a number of simulations at different cell resolution 

were performed in the process of a familiarization with the software. The results produced at the 

highest resolution have been chosen for comparison with WAsP. 

Air density is specified as 1,175 as in the WAsP calculations. Energy calculations were made with and 

without wake models. The impact of turbine wakes is a critical factor in micrositing and much of the 

results section will be given to an examination of the estimated AEP with wake effects added. 

Three wake models are available but the study will be limited to the results of the Jensen model as the 

nearest approximation of the model used by WAsP. The sum of squares model is used in the 

computation of multiple wakes as it is the model used in WAsP. Differences between the Jensen 

model in both software have been discussed previously and be considered again later in the report.  
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4. Results 

4.1. Production estimates without wake effect 

The different park layouts are „N100‟ i.e. the farm consists of one WTG type or „hybrid‟ the farm 

consists of both the N100 and N117 models. The figure below shows the park layout for N100 

wherein all turbines are the same model.  

 

Figure 21 N100 Park layout 

4.1.1. ‘N100’ Park Layout without wake 

As has already been discussed the Jensen wake model has different parameter settings within WAsP 

and Windsim, the impact of this which will be discussed later. Firstly, the results when no wake model 

is applied will be presented.  
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The AEP estimated by WAsP and Windsim for the entire park layout was remarkably similar, 

differing only 0,53%. However, the difference in AEP per individual turbine is noticeable for those 

turbines where wind resources are estimated differently in Windsim compared to WAsP. Windsim 

estimates higher wind speed in some cases resulting in higher estimated AEP.  

WAsP vs. Windsim N100 no wake 

Site 
Description 

% difference 
wind speed 

% difference 
AEP 

Turbine5 1,210287443 4,110927608 

Turbine23 0,918836141 3,364815337 

Turbine24 1,71875 5,283353011 
Table 2 Windsim N100 higher AEP 

The reverse scenario is also found in the results wherein Windsim is predicting lower wind speeds and 

corresponding AEP than WAsP.  

 WAsP vs. Windsim N100 no wake 

Site 
Description 

% difference 
wind speed 

% difference 
AEP 

Turbine12 -4,387291982 -8,613589568 

Turbine18 -2,321981424 -4,057991922 

Turbine32 -2,660406886 -5,018488389 
Table 3 Windsim N100 lower AEP 

Small changes across the park layout however result in very similar results for AEP for the entire 

farm.  

  

4.1.2. ‘Hybrid’ Park layout without wake 

A higher tower height and larger rotor diameter results in significantly increased wind speed and AEP 

as estimated by WAsP. The increased hub height results in higher wind speed whilst this and the 

increased swept area results in greatly increased AEP. WAsP estimates that a hybrid wind farm design 

will generate 22, 05 % more energy than the farm layout based on only N100 wind turbines. A 

graphical representation of the hybrid layout is shown below.  
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Figure 22 Hybrid Park Layout 

In Windsim the trend is the same as in WAsP. For the entire park layout Windsim estimates an 

increase in AEP of 19, 11 % when the hybrid model is used. WAsP is however now estimating higher 

AEP than Windsim. A difference of 3 % is now apparent in the estimations without wake models for 

the hybrid layout.  

AEP for the turbines that are replaced increases 32, 63 % in WAsP and 28, 26 % in Windsim. WAsP 

is estimating an AEP 3, 90 % higher than Windsim for the N117 turbines. Wind speed increase in 

WAsP is slightly higher with hub height at 120 meters. Turbine 21 has a wind speed 5, 85 % higher 

than the estimated speed at 100 meters. In Windsim the wind speed increases for the same site 

increases by only 3, 34 %.  The table below shoes differences in AEP for the turbine sites where the 

N100 model is replaced by the N117. 
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  WAsP Windsim 

Site description  

% 
difference 
wind 
speed  

% 
difference 
AEP 

% 
difference 
wind 
speed  

% 
difference 
AEP 

Turbine site 005 4,99 16,03 2,84 24,57 

Turbine site 006 5,4 26,47 3,27 27,88 

Turbine site 008 5,43 21,12 3,11 28,11 

Turbine site 009 5,58 20,6 3,26 27,96 

Turbine site 011 5,57 18,43 3,3 29,71 

Turbine site 012 4,99 17,1 3,16 29,99 

Turbine site 013 5,44 17,36 3,32 29,46 

Turbine site 014 5,69 17,74 3,2 30,55 

Turbine site 017 5,64 25,31 3,28 28,5 

Turbine site 018 5,42 14,48 3,33 29,94 

Turbine site 019 5,68 16,02 3,37 30,87 

Turbine site 020 5,46 17,68 3,15 29,41 

Turbine site 021 5,85 19,57 3,34 30,34 

Turbine site 022 5,45 21,23 3,12 28,25 

Turbine site 023 5,21 22,51 2,88 25,97 

Turbine site 024 5,47 26,36 2,92 26,4 

Turbine site 025 4,43 24,53 2,49 22,29 

Turbine site 026 5,59 23,11 3,11 28,21 

Turbine site 027 5,34 21,99 3,22 26,62 

Turbine site 030 5,64 21,49 2,99 28,8 

Turbine site 031 5,69 18,35 3,37 30,93 

Turbine site 032 5,48 18,59 3,22 30,74 

Turbine site 033 5,02 23,72 3,75 26,99 
Table 4 Production gains N100 to Hybrid Park Layout 

 
Production estimates with the Jensen wake model 

4.1.3. ‘N100’ park Layout with Jensen wake model 

The N100 park layout has an overall efficiency over 90 %. The park layout consists of 33 N100 

turbines all with a hub height of 100 meters with turbines. The table below shows the  losses for each 

WTG ordered highest to lowest.  
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Site description  
 WAsP % 
Loss AEP  

 

Site description 
Windsim 
% Loss 
AEP 

Turbine site 018 15,29 

 

Turbine19 11,24 

Turbine site 019 15,26 

 

Turbine18 10,24 

Turbine site 014 13,98 

 

Turbine3 9,48 

Turbine site 031 13,32 

 

Turbine16 9,01 

Turbine site 015 13,25 

 

Turbine14 8,15 

Turbine site 013 13,1 

 

Turbine15 7,98 

Turbine site 020 13,05 

 

Turbine20 7,46 

Turbine site 004 12,74 

 

Turbine21 7,36 

Turbine site 021 12,51 

 

Turbine4 6,75 

Turbine site 032 12,5 

 

Turbine31 6,65 

Turbine site 005 12,32 

 

Turbine32 6,53 

Turbine site 011 11,82 

 

Turbine2 6,32 

Turbine site 012 11,71 

 

Turbine7 6,18 

Turbine site 016 11,44 

 

Turbine13 5,81 

Turbine site 003 11,41 

 

Turbine30 5,59 

Turbine site 010 10,51 

 

Turbine8 5,03 

Turbine site 008 10,05 

 

Turbine11 4,95 

Turbine site 030 9,85 

 

Turbine12 4,95 

Turbine site 009 9,8 

 

Turbine27 4,73 

Turbine site 022 9,56 

 

Turbine22 4,69 

Turbine site 002 9,17 

 

Turbine9 4,46 

Turbine site 007 8,05 

 

Turbine5 4,42 

Turbine site 026 7,8 

 

Turbine28 4,39 

Turbine site 027 7,64 

 

Turbine23 4,34 

Turbine site 023 7,12 

 

Turbine17 4,17 

Turbine site 029 6,79 

 

Turbine24 4,05 

Turbine site 017 6,4 

 

Turbine6 3,32 

Turbine site 028 6,34 

 

Turbine26 3,19 

Turbine site 001 5,72 

 

Turbine1 3,08 

Turbine site 024 5,15 

 

Turbine10 2,8 

Turbine site 006 5,02 

 

Turbine33 2,76 

Turbine site 033 4,94 

 

Turbine29 2,56 

Turbine site 025 2,11 

 

Turbine25 0,76 
Table 5 Park layout losses ordered highest to lowest 

The losses from wake effects are not as marked in Windsim as they are in WAsP. Windsim is 

estimating wake loss as a proportion of annual estimated AEP at 5, 62% whilst WAsP estimates losses 

at 9, 81 %.   
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WAsP ‘N100’ Jensen 

Losses vary quite considerably across the site. The highest losses are from turbines 18, 19, 14, 31 and 

15 in that order. WAsP does not provide a user friendly way to assess the wind speed with wake 

effects so these results for WAsP are unavailable. The lowest losses are estimated for turbine 25. 

Turbines 6 and 24 have low estimated losses in WAsP. Both these sites lie to the west of the park, 

Turbine 24 to the north below turbine 25 and Turbine 6 to the south. Neither has a turbine standing in 

front of them which should be having significant effect on the prevailing westerly wind directions 

although one could expect Turbine 24 to suffer more losses as Turbine 25 stands in front of Turbine 24 

in sector 12 which is an important wind direction.  

Windsim N100 Park Layout Jensen 

The Windsim results also show that turbine 18 and 19 have significant losses due to wake effects. 

Windsim however estimates turbine 19 to have the highest losses followed by turbine 18. Turbine 3 

records the net highest losses according to Windsim whereas in WAsP Turbine 3 does not feature in 

the top five of turbine wake losses. Turbines 16 and 14 show very similar losses in Windsim and take 

the nest positions. In WAsP turbine 14 shows high losses, being placed 3
rd

 but Turbine 16 does not 

feature so highly. Turbine 31 records very high losses in WAsP but not in Windsim. Turbine 3 shows 

comparatively high losses in Windsim but no so in WAsP.  

The lowest losses are estimated at Turbine 25 as in WAsP. Turbine 25 stands alone at the tip of the 

proposed layout. Windsim and WAsP now differ as to which turbine suffers the second smallest losses 

with Windsim choosing turbine 29. Turbine 29 stands to the far west of the park roughly in the middle 

of the group and Turbine 33 also stands to the far west slightly further north than Turbine 29. In WAsP 

however Turbine 33 is the site which is second in terms of being least affected by wake losses whereas 

Turbine 29 shows relatively high wake losses. Both WAsP and Windsim see Turbine 1 to the very 

south of the park suffering relatively low losses.  

Turbine 10 is an interesting comparison. It lies slightly south of the middle of the park at the east side. 

It has turbine 11 lying slightly to the North West. Sector 12 NNW is a predominant wind direction but 
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section 11 is not. Windsim estimates turbine 10 as having the third lowest losses as a result of wake 

whereas WAsP places it 15
th
 out of 33 turbines in terms of losses.  
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4.1.4. Hybrid Park Layout with Jensen wake model 

The layout of the farm was changed to replace 23 of the turbines with the N117 model with a hub 

height of 120 meters.  In WAsP the10 turbines that were not changed all showed a very small increase 

in wake losses. Overall the increased losses result in only a 0,68% decrease in production for the 10 

turbines that are not changed to the N117 model whilst the same turbines show an increased loss of 

1,49 % in Windsim.  

Wake losses for the entire wind farm as a proportion of respective total AEP are estimated 3, 13% 

lower by Windsim when compared to WAsP. Losses in Windsim increase by 0, 72% for the entire 

farm layout when compared to the N100 layout. The N100 turbines in the hybrid layout as modeled in 

Windsim show increased losses compared to the N100 farm layout. The figures here are higher than 

those estimated by WAsP. Turbine 4 is with an almost 6 % decrease in efficiency in the hybrid model. 

  WAsP Windsim 

Site description  

Net 
change in 
production 
(%) 

Loss 
change 

( %) 

Net 
change in 
production 
(%) 

Loss 
change 

(%) 

Turbine site 001 -0,21 0,19 -0,07 0,17 

Turbine site 002 -0,54 0,5 -1,21 1,73 

Turbine site 003 -0,62 0,56 -0,73 1,81 

Turbine site 004 -0,74 0,64 -4,78 5,87 

Turbine site 007 -0,64 0,59 -0,12 0,53 

Turbine site 010 -0,85 0,76 -2,54 2,76 

Turbine site 015 -1,01 0,89 -1,87 2,77 

Turbine site 016 -1,04 0,91 -0,55 1,5 

Turbine site 028 -0,55 0,51 -0,68 0,92 

Turbine site 029 -0,64 0,6 -2,33 2,52 
Table 6 Hybrid layout N100 losses 
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In WAsP The 23 turbines replaced with N117 show slightly reduced wake losses except for WTG 25 

and 33.   

  WAsP Windsim 

Site description  

Net 
change in 
production 
(%) 

Loss 
change 

(%) 

Net 
change in 
production 
(%) 

Loss 
change 

(%) 

Turbine site 005 18,29 -1,25 17,84 6,18 

Turbine site 006 27,87 -0,34 27,74 0,22 

Turbine site 008 23,48 -0,9 25,97 2,05 

Turbine site 009 22,84 -0,45 28,42 -0,17 

Turbine site 011 20,9 -0,97 27,8 1,83 

Turbine site 012 19,37 -1,53 30,61 -0,24 

Turbine site 013 19,97 -1,22 28,84 0,87 

Turbine site 014 20,62 -1,17 30,33 0,91 

Turbine site 017 27,04 -0,03 27,97 0,62 

Turbine site 018 17,1 -1,56 29,54 1,51 

Turbine site 019 18,9 -1,45 31,17 1,16 

Turbine site 020 20,34 -1,34 26,99 2,67 

Turbine site 021 22,37 -1,16 30,48 0,46 

Turbine site 022 23,48 -0,82 27,34 0,98 

Turbine site 023 24,24 -0,47 25,79 0,34 

Turbine site 024 27,79 -0,09 26,26 0,28 

Turbine site 025 25,06 0,11 22,05 0,2 

Turbine site 026 25,07 -0,32 26,95 1,14 

Turbine site 027 23,82 -0,57 26,87 0,03 

Turbine site 030 23,84 -0,52 29,4 -0,16 

Turbine site 031 21,17 -1,08 30,11 1,15 

Turbine site 032 21,25 -1,36 30,03 1,04 

Turbine site 033 24,96 0,23 26,48 0,5 
Table 7 Hybrid N117 results 

AEP in WAsP  increased significantly with the higher hub height and larger rotor diameter. Estimated 

AEP for the entire wind farm increased by 18, 41 % with the hybrid park layout when compared to the 

N100 layout. The overall losses from the hybrid farm were 0, 37 % less than those estimated for the 

N100 farm layout.  

In Windsim the 23 turbines replaced with N117 show increased wake losses except for WTG 9, 12 and 

30.  In contrast to WAsP, the losses at WTG position 5 seem to have increased noticeably. Production 

increase is still marked when both farm layouts with wake effects are compared. The estimated AEP 
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from Windsim increases 18, 10 % for a hybrid layout compared to the N100 layout. This is very 

similar to the 18, 41 % increase in AEP as estimated by WAsP. However, most turbines in the 

Windsim simulation are operating at a lower efficiency when compared to the N100 layout.  
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5. Discussion 

The N100 Park Model 

The estimated AEP for the N100 park layout without wake was very similar between WAsP and 

Windsim. The increase in production when the hybrid model is used was also very similar when 

considered without wake. However, when individual positions are examined it does not seem that both 

applications are treating the layout in the same way. The results for the N100 park layout without 

wake have shown that in some turbine positions the wind speed is estimated quite differently whereas 

if AEP alone were to be considered, the similar estimations might lead the user to believe wind 

resource was being predicted almost identically in both sets of software. A cursory glance at AEP 

totals does not seem to provide meaningful information as to the way resources are being estimated.  

Estimated AEP with Jensen wake model 

The results show a distinct difference in estimated AEP between Windsim and WAsP when the wake 

effects are added. WAsP is estimating higher losses than Windsim due to wake effects. As previously 

discussed when calculating the wind speed behind a turbine Windsim and WAsP may have different 

values for the wake decay factor k. In WAsP the default is 0,075 whereas in Windsim the value of k 

can vary depending on roughness height which is calculated at the location of each turbine. The value 

of k can be adjusted in WAsP per sector. Tests can be performed by editing the value of k as shown 

below  
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Figure 23 WAsP Wake decay factor edit function 

An adjustment of k from 0,075 to 0,088 represents a roughness height of 0, 35 and resulted in 

increased AEP estimate of 0, 97 %. This is not a sufficient explanation in itself to explain differences 

in estimated wake losses between Windsim and WAsP.  

Looking closer at the individual results one can see again at times quite considerable differences in the 

way WAsP and Windsim estimate wake effects at certain turbine positions. Given that both software 

are operating with the same wind data and the same park layout one might have expected to see 

similar treatment of individual WTG positions even if the amounts both in terms of AEP and 

percentage losses may differ.  

 The impact of the hybrid model 

The replacement a number of turbines in the layout from the N100 with a rotor diameter and hub 

height of 100 meters to the N117 with a rotor diameter of 117 meters and a hub height of 120 meters 

had a marked effect in both simulations. Increased wind resource and a larger swept area significantly 

increased production. However, the examination of the results further highlights the differences in the 

prediction of wind resources between WAsP and Windsim. A pattern emerged wherein WAsP 
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estimated higher production but higher losses and Windsim slightly lower production but reduced loss 

due to wake. In contrast to WAsP where losses decreased slightly when the N100 was replaced with 

N117, in Windsim some WTG positions demonstrate an perceptible increase in losses. Given both are 

using the Jensen model this is interesting. In the hybrid model the WTG  turbine positions in which the 

N100 model was not changed suffer a slight decrease in efficiency according to both Windsim and 

WAsP. The increase in losses is more noticeable in certain cases in Windsim but the overall effect on 

estimated AEP for the turbine sites that remain unchanged is small.  
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6. Conclusion 

As has been noted it might be useful for the user if it were possible in Windsim to adjust the value of 

the wake decay factor k. This would perhaps help in isolating differences in estimations in comparison 

with other software.  

WAsP does not provide a readily accessible function for comparing the wind speed behind a turbine 

with the wind in front of the turbine whereas in Windsim the wind speed without wake losses and with 

wake losses are both presented. This would have also helped in comparing the assessment of wake 

effects between the two software packages. A turbine can be placed behind the wake and the wind 

speed measured there 

It is the Wind fields module in Windsim that provides the basis for the wind database that is used in the 

software but convergence remains difficult to detect. It would have been useful had time permitted to 

make a thorough analysis on how differences in this module affected the results. During the course of 

this study it was seen that choice of different cell resolution affects estimated AEP and it would have 

been interesting to examine the values from the Wind fields module to try and see what differences 

were present and attempt to examine more closely what effects this was having.  

WAsP and Windsim both indicate that a „hybrid‟ wind farm model should result in significant 

increases in production. Both models differ in their estimations of AEP both at the level of individual 

turbine sites when wake effects are excluded and in total AEP when the Jensen wake model is used. It 

would be interesting to be able to specify more clearly the impact of the different parameter values 

when the model is used in both software.  

In the future when the proposed site is completed this study could be used to help in further validation 

of CFD software. This particular site despite being hilly does not have slopes of sufficient steepness 

that would invalidate the WAsP model but at the same time it does have the type of terrain in which 

Windsim should be of benefit in a wind resource assessment. Both models therefore should be well 
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equipped to provide reliable estimations of AEP. The future will provide the answer as to which model 

came closest to real production.  
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Appendix 
WAsP N100 Park Layout losses per WTG 
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Windsim N100 Park Layout losses per WTG 
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WAsP Hybrid Park production losses 
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Windsim Hybrid Park production losses 
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WAsP Hybrid Park layout production change 
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Windsim Hybrid Park layout production change 
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